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A B S T R A C T   

A one-pot extraction-assisted D-galactose-to-D-tagatose isomerization strategy was proposed based on the selec-
tive extraction of D-tagatose by phenylborate anions. 4-Vinylphenylboronic acid was selected with high 
extraction efficiency and selectivity towards D-tagatose. The extracted sugars could be desorbed through a two- 
staged stripping process with the purity of D-tagatose significantly increased. In-situ extraction-assisted D- 
galactose-to-D-tagatose isomerization was implemented for the first time ever reported, and the effect of boron- 
to-sugar ratio (boron: sugar) was investigated. The conversion yield of D-tagatose at 60 ◦C increased from ~ 39 % 
(boron: sugar = 0.5) to ~ 56 % (boron: sugar = 1) but then decreased to ~ 44 % (boron: sugar = 1.5). With 
temperature increased to 70 ◦C, the conversion yield of D-tagatose was further improved to ~ 61 % (boron: sugar 
= 1.5), with the minimized formation of byproducts. Moreover, high purity (~83 %) and concentrated D-tagatose 
solution (~40 g/L) was obtained after sequential desorption. The proposed extraction-assisted isomerization 
strategy achieved improving the yield and purity of D-tagatose, proving its feasibility in industrial applications.   

1. Introduction 

As a kind of rare ketose, D-tagatose has attracted much attention due 
to its unique properties and functions. D-tagatose has 92 % sweetness of 
sucrose with a lower caloric value, which can help to effectively control 
diabetes and promote loss of excess weight by reducing calorific intake 
(Kim, 2004; Lu et al., 2008; Rhimi et al., 2015). However, D-tagatose 
exists in very small quantities in nature (Beerens et al., 2012; Roy et al., 
2018), which is unfavorable for its broad application. Currently, the 
production of D-tagatose is mainly achieved by chemical-based isomer-
ization and enzymatic-based isomerization using D-galactose as a sub-
strate (Wang et al., 2022). Production of D-tagatose by chemical catalysis 
is convenient and low-cost, which attracted high attention in the past 
decades. However, the unfavorable aldose-ketose equilibrium and the 
unwanted formation of byproducts confined the yield and purity of D- 
tagatose, obstructing its application in industrial production. Besides, 
the complicated and environment-unfriendly downstream treatment 
ultimately hampers its sustainable development (Roy et al., 2018). In 
recent years, the biotechnological production of D-tagatose by enzymatic 
isomerization has attracted high attention (Patel et al., 2016). The yield 
of D-tagatose varies from ~ 30 % to ~ 60 % with fewer byproducts using 

enzymes as biocatalysts, which is much higher than chemo-catalysis 
(Baptista et al., 2021; Rai et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2018; Yuan et al., 
2021). However, due to the low enzyme activity, poor stability, and high 
cost, enzymatic production of D-tagatose is also hard to apply to industry 
(Liu et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2017). 

Boron affinity chromatography (BAC) is a unique technology to 
selectively capture and enrich cis-diol-containing compounds, such as 
saccharides, nucleosides, catechols, and glycoproteins (Li, Chen, & Liu, 
2015). A variety of applications based on BAC, such as molecularly 
imprinted polymers (Wang et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2021), monolithic 
columns (Li, Li, et al., 2015; Li et al., 2011), silica particles (Li et al., 
2016), and magnetic nanoparticles (Li et al., 2013b; Wang et al., 2013) 
have been widely used in capturing different kinds of cis-diol-containing 
molecules, which shows excellent absorption capacity and selectivity. 
Recently, an efficient extraction-assisted isomerization strategy using 
phenylboronic acids (PBAs) as extractants has been implemented to 
improve the yield and purity of ketose from aldose isomerization based 
on the higher affinity of PBAs towards ketose than aldose (Delidovich 
et al., 2018; Delidovich & Palkovits, 2016; Li, Varanasi, & Relue, 
2013a). Most PBAs have a pKa value varying from 8.0 to 9.0 (Pan et al., 
2017; Vancoillie & Hoogenboom, 2016), and it can transform into sp3 
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hybridization and form the PBAs-sugar complexes at a high pH (Chen 
et al., 2019; Gunasekara & Zhao, 2017). Besides, the production of D- 
tagatose by chemical catalysis requires a high pH environment as well. 
Therefore, it is possible and applicable to utilize PBAs as extractants for 
D-galactose isomerization. 

In this study, the extraction properties of PBAs on D-tagatose were 
first investigated in terms of extraction efficiency and selectivity. Then, 
the back-extraction process was conducted under acidic conditions 
along with a two-staged stripping strategy to purify and enrich the D- 
tagatose in the stripping solution. The extraction system was success-
fully applied to the isomerization reaction, which facilitated the con-
version yield of D-tagatose and achieved synchronous purification. 
Meanwhile, pH changes were simultaneously monitored to analyze the 
dynamic changes in sugar composition during the isomerization. More 
importantly, the molar ratio of boron to sugar and the reaction tem-
perature were optimized to further promote the equilibrium during the 
extraction-assisted isomerization process. Based on the dynamical 
detection of saccharide component changes during the isomerization, 
the potential mechanism was finally proposed to further understand the 
interrelationship of isomerization and extraction equilibrium. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Chemicals 

3-Acrylamidophenylboronic acid (AAPBA, purity 97 %), 2- 
(Hydroxymethyl) phenylboronic acid cyclic monoester (HMPBA, purity 
97 %), and Aliquat 336 were purchased from Energy Chemical 
(Shanghai, China). 4-Vinylphenylboronic acid (VPBA, purity 97 %) and 
capryl alcohol were purchased from Innochem (Beijing, China). HPLC 
grade D-tagatose, D-galactose, and D-sorbose were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Other analytical grade chem-
icals and reagents were provided by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. 
Ltd. (Shanghai, China). 

2.2. Extraction of D-tagatose from the aqueous phase into the organic 
phase 

Except specifically mentioned, all the extraction and back-extraction 
processes used the same volume of organic and aqueous phases. The 
phosphate buffer (PBS, 0.5 M, conditioned by NaOH to the target pH) 
was prepared as the aqueous phase to dissolve the sugars and activate 
the phenylboronic acid into sp3 hybridization. During the extraction and 
back-extraction process, the aqueous phase and organic phase were 
homogeneously mixed in an Erlenmeyer flask equipped with a screw cap 
along with magnetic stirring at 500 rpm. After that, the mixture was 
separated by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 2 min. After dilution and 
desalination, the aqueous phase was then used for HPLC analysis. 

The extraction properties of PBAs to sugars were systematically 
investigated following a previous study with some modifications (Wang 
et al., 2020). Three different monomers (HMPBA, pKa 7.2; AAPBA pKa 
8.2; and VPBA pKa 8.8) with discrepant hydrophobicity were selected to 
determine the most efficient monomer for the extraction and the molar 
ratio of VPBA (111 mM) to Aliquat 336 (1:0.5, 1:1, 1:2, 1:4) were tested 
to investigate the influence of Aliquat 336 in the extraction process. The 
effect of the initial pH of the aqueous phase was investigated in 5 g/L D- 
tagatose-D-galactose binary solution with different pH values (8.5–10.5) 
in terms of extraction efficiency to D-tagatose and D-galactose. Effects of 
the molar ratio of VPBA to D-tagatose (0.5–6), D-tagatose to D-galactose 
(5:95–5:1), and the initial concentration of D-tagatose (1 g/L-50 g/L) 
were systematically investigated in terms of extraction efficiency and 
selectivity to D-tagatose. Extraction kinetics curves of VPBA towards D- 
tagatose were drawn by taking samples at predetermined time intervals. 

The sugar extraction efficiency (Ee-s, %) and D-tagatose extraction 
selectivity (Es-Tag, %) were calculated as follows: 

Ee− s (%) = 100 × (C0-s − Ce-s)/C0-s (1)  

Es-Tag (%) = 100 ×
(
C0-Tag − Ce-Tag

)
/
[(

C0-Tag − Ce-Tag
)
+ (C0-Gal − Ce-Gal)

]

(2)  

where C0-s (g/L) represents the initial concentration of sugars in the 
aqueous phase, and Ce-s (g/L) represents the equilibrium concentration 
of sugars in the aqueous phase. 

2.3. Back-extraction of D-tagatose into aqueous phase under acidic 
conditions 

After extraction, the D-tagatose-laden organic phase was mixed with 
HCl solution to investigate the back-extraction performance. Typically, 
20 mL organic phase was mixed with HCl solution to desorb the sugar at 
room temperature with magnetic stirring at 500 rpm for 30 min. Then, 
the mixture was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 2 min to separate the 
aqueous phase and organic phase. The aqueous phase was later used for 
the HPLC analysis. 

The stripping efficiency (Se-s, %) and the purity of stripping aqueous 
(PuTag, %) were calculated as follows: 

Se-s (%) = 100 × Cs-s/[N × (C0-s − Ce-s) ] (3)  

PuTag (%) = 100 × Cs-Tag/
(
Cs-Tag + Cs-Gal

)
(4)  

where Cs-s (g/L) represents the sugar concentration in the stripping 
aqueous phase, N devotes the volume ratio of the organic phase to the 
aqueous phase, and Cs-Tag (g/L) and Cs-Gal (g/L) represent the concen-
tration of D-tagatose and D-galactose in the stripping aqueous phase, 
respectively. 

2.4. Two-staged stripping strategy and operational stability of 
phenylboronic acid extraction system 

Previous study has proved the feasibility to further increase the pu-
rity of the target molecule by performing a staged stripping process (Li 
et al., 2012). Herein, we conducted the two-staged stripping strategy 
with some adjustments to purify and enrich D-tagatose simultaneously. 
For the first step, the organic phase was mixed with a lower concen-
tration HCl solution to rinse the most D-galactose. During the second 
step, the organic phase separated by centrifugation was mixed with a 
higher concentration HCl solution to rinse the remanent mono-
saccharide, which could improve the purity of D-tagatose in the stripping 
solution. 

The operational stability of the VPBA extraction system was inves-
tigated by conducting the extraction and back-extraction process for six 
consecutive cycles using D-tagatose (5 g/L) as the substrate at 1:1 and 5:1 
ratio of VO: VS (volume ratio of the organic phase to the stripping so-
lution), respectively. 

2.5. Catalytic isomerization of D-galactose and one-pot extraction-assisted 
isomerization 

The substrate solution containing 25 g/L D-tagatose for isomerization 
was prepared by dissolving D-galactose in PBS buffer (pH 12, 0.5 M). The 
catalytic reaction was performed at different temperatures (50 ◦C, 60 ◦C, 
70 ◦C) heated by an enzyme reactor. Sugar distribution in the reaction 
solution was investigated by drawing the sample at consecutive time 
intervals for HPLC analysis. The yield of D-tagatose (YTag, %), D-sorbose 
(YSorb, %), and byproduct (YByproduct, %) during the chemical-catalyzed 
isomerization process were calculated as the following equations: 

YTag(%) = 100 × Ct-Tag/C0-Gal (5)  

YSorb (%) = 100 × Ct-Sorb/C0-Gal (6) 
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YByproduct (%) = 100 ×
(
C0-Gal − Ct-Tag − CR-Gal

)
/C0-Gal (7)  

where the Ct-Tag and Ct-Sorb represent the concentration of D-tagatose and 
D-sorbose in the isomerization solution. C0-Gal demonstrates the initial 
concentration of D-tagatose. CR-Gal represents the concentration of 
remnant D-tagatose in the isomerization solution. 

The extraction-assisted isomerization system was formulated as 
previously study illustrated with some adjustments (Wang et al., 2020). 
Briefly, the organic phase (containing 69 ~ 276 mM VPBA and 69 ~ 
276 mM Aliquat 336) was mixed with the D-galactose solution (25 g/L). 
The isomerization temperature and molar ratio of boron to sugar (boron: 
sugar) were investigated to optimize the isomerization conditions. At 
the same time, pH changes were monitored to further explain the dy-
namic changes of each component during the isomerization reaction. 
The yield of D-tagatose (YTag, %) and byproduct (YByproduct, %) during 
the extraction-assisted isomerization process were calculated as the 
following equations: 

YTag (%) = 100 × Ci-Tag/C0-Gal (8)  

YByproduct (%) = 100 ×
(
C0-Gal − Ci-Tag − CR-Gal

)
/C0-Gal (9)  

where the Ci-Tag and CR-Gal represent the concentration of D-tagatose and 
remnant D-galactose during the isomerization process, which consist of 
the sugars in both the aqueous phase after extraction and the stripping 
solution. 

2.6. Determination and analysis method 

All the HPLC analyses were performed on a Waters Alliance e2695 
HPLC system (Waters Co., USA) equipped with an RI detector (Waters 
2414; Waters Co., USA). An Asahipak chromatographic column NH2P- 
50 4E (4.6 mm × 250 mm; Showa Denko K.K, Japan) was chosen for 
the separation of sugars. The operation temperature was 35 ◦C and the 
flow rate was 1 mL/min using 75 % acetonitrile-25 % water (v/v) as the 

Fig. 1. Absorption characterization of VPBA extraction system. (a) Effect of pH values (8.5–10.5) of the aqueous phase (5 g/L D-tagatose and 5 g/L D-galactose) on 
extraction efficiency. (b) Effect of the molar ratio of VPBA to D-tagatose (0.5–6) on extraction efficiency and D-tagatose selectivity. (c) Effect of the molar ratio of D- 
tagatose to D-galactose (5:95–5:1) on extraction efficiency and D-tagatose selectivity. (d) Effect of the initial D-tagatose concentration (1 g/L-50 g/L) on extraction 
efficiency and D-tagatose selectivity. (e) Extraction kinetics of VPBA extraction system toward D-tagatose at pH 9.5, and pH 10.5, respectively. 
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mobile phase (Wang et al., 2022). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Extraction of D-tagatose into organic phase 

The structure-determined hydrophobicity of PBAs plays an impor-
tant role in the extraction of cis-diol-containing compounds (Wang et al., 
2020). To investigate the effect of the hydrophobicity of PBAs on D- 
tagatose extraction, HMPBA, AAPBA, and VPBA were chosen as target 
monomers. As is shown in Fig. S1a, VPBA with the strongest hydro-
phobicity showed the highest extraction efficiency (~90.30 % for D- 
tagatose and ~ 68.52 % for D-galactose) compared with HMPBA 
(~72.75 % for D-tagatose and ~ 68.06 % for D-galactose) and AAPBA 
(~77.96 % for D-tagatose and ~ 54.39 % for D-galactose). The extraction 
efficiency of PBAs in the D-tagatose-D-galactose binary solution is shown 
in Fig. S1b. All the applied PBAs showed a higher Ee-Tag than Ee-Gal. 
Among them, VPBA showed the highest extraction efficiency for D- 
tagatose (~75 %) and the lowest efficiency for D-galactose (~29 %), 
which indicated that VPBA has the best selectivity in the mixed solution. 
Therefore, VPBA was selected for further study due to the best absorp-
tion selectivity. 

Aliquat 336 could improve the solubility of PBAs and provide power 
to transfer the PBAs-cis-diols complex from the interfacial layer to the 
organic phase (Bérubé et al., 2008; Dowlut & Hall, 2006). As is shown in 
Fig. S1c, Aliquat 336 played a positive effect on the extraction of target 
sugar. With the content increase of Aliquat 336, Ee-Tag exhibited a sig-
nificant increase. At a fixed Aliquat 336 concentration, VPBA showed 
higher extraction efficiency towards D-tagatose and D-galactose than 
HMPBA and AAPBA. This is mainly caused by the strongest hydropho-
bicity of VPBA, which enables it to realize phase transition with less 
assistance with Aliquat 336. Notably, the improvement in extraction 
efficiency caused by strong hydrophobicity was much lower than that of 
lactulose (Wang et al., 2020). This phenomenon could be attributed to 
the less “driving force” for D-tagatose (monosaccharide) to be trans-
ferred into the organic phase than lactulose (disaccharide). 

The effect of the pH of the aqueous phase on the sugar extraction 
efficiency phase is shown in Fig. 1a. Ee-Tag significantly increased from 
39.92 % (pH 8.5) to 80.05 % (pH 10.5), while Ee-Gal only increased from 
6.28 % (pH 8.5) to 31.06 % (pH 10.5). Although the binding of D- 
galactose with VPBA showed the same pH-dependent behaviors, its 
extraction efficiency was much lower than D-tagatose due to the lower 
affinity to VPBA. Fig. 1b shows the effect of the molar ratio of VPBA to D- 
tagatose on Ee-Tag and Es-Tag, as can be seen, with VPBA concentration 
increasing, Ee-Tag significantly increased and stabilized at ~ 55 % (pH 
9.5) and ~ 75 % (pH10.5). However, Es-Tag gradually decreased with the 
increase of the concentration of VPBA, which was ascribed to the more D- 
galactose absorption caused by the increase of absorption sites. In detail, 
the increase of VPBA concentration could provide more absorption sites, 
as D-tagatose was continuously absorbed, the concentration gradient of 
D-galactose between the two phases was much higher than D-tagatose, 
which caused the adverse absorption of D-galactose. 

Fig. 1c shows the effect of the molar ratio of D-tagatose to D-galactose 
on Ee-Tag and Es-Tag. With the increase of D-tagatose concentration in the 
initial aqueous phase, Ee-Tag increased to ~ 80 % (pH 10.5) and ~ 65 % 
(pH 9.5), along with the Es-Tag increasing from 31.23 % to 88.26 % (pH 
9.5), and 36.21 % to 94.79 % (pH 10.5). 

As is shown in Fig. 1d, the extraction efficiency rapidly declined 
when the D-tagatose concentration increased in the initial aqueous 
phase, and the D-tagatose concentration in the organic phase gradually 
stabilized at ~ 15 g/L (pH 10.5) and ~ 7 g/L (pH 9.5). This phenomenon 
could be explained from two aspects: (1) the proportion of sp3 hybridi-
zation of VPBA is limited at determined pH, which greatly confined the 
number of absorption sites; (2) the cyclic ester structure formed by VPBA 
and D-tagatose has limited solubility in the organic phase, which has a 
side effect on D-tagatose absorption as well (Brennan et al., 2010; Li 

et al., 2012). 
Fig. 1e demonstrates the extraction kinetics character at pH 9.5 and 

10.5. The extraction efficiency rapidly reached equilibrium and stabi-
lized at ~ 55 % (pH 9.5) and ~ 90 % (pH 10.5) in 2 min. The fast ab-
sorption rate of VPBA to D-tagatose can be ascribed to the large contact 
area caused by the sp3 hybridization structure of phenylborate anions 
(tetrahedral forms),which is a great advantage for further applications 
(Hasegawa et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020). 

3.2. Back-extraction of D-tagatose from organic phase under acidic 
conditions 

The target compounds captured by PBAs through reversible covalent 
interaction could be released under acidic conditions. As is shown in 
Fig. S2a, the absorbed D-tagatose could be completely dissociated in a 
0.1 M HCl solution (VO: VS = 1:1). However, due to the low affinity to 
PBAs, the D-galactose could be completely desorbed using 0.04 M HCl 
solution (Fig. S2b). The different requirements of H+ for desorption 
make it applicable to separate D-tagatose and D-galactose using a two- 
staged stripping strategy. 

Fig. S2c shows the back-extraction kinetics character of VPBA. 
Similar to the extraction process, D-tagatose was completely desorbed in 
2 min. The fast extraction and back-extraction process enabled the VPBA 
extraction system applicable for selectively capturing and enriching D- 
tagatose during extraction-assisted isomerization. 

3.3. Two-staged stripping strategy and operational stability 

The different requirement of H+ to completely desorb D-galactose 
and D-tagatose was mainly caused by the discrepant combination affinity 
between phenylborate anions and sugar molecules. Compared with D- 
galactose, the stronger combination of VPBA and D-tagatose is more 
resistant to H+, leading to the dissociation at a lower pH. Therefore, the 
sequential desorption of the weakly bound D-galactose-VPBA complex 
followed by the strongly bound D-tagatose-VPBA complex with 
increasing HCl concentration in the stripping solution is an effective 
method to further improve the purity of D-tagatose. Fig. 2a-b illustrates 
the two-staged stripping strategy to further improve the purity of D- 
tagatose. The initial aqueous phase containing 5 g/L D-tagatose and 5 g/ 
L D-galactose was used for extraction and back-extraction. After 
extraction, PuTag was greatly improved from ~ 50 % to ~ 67 %. An HCl 
solution (0.02 M) was used for the first step back-extraction at VO: VS =

1:1 (Fig. 2a and S3a). In the first step, most of the D-galactose (~73 %) 
and only a small part of D-tagatose (~15 %) were rinsed. In the second 
step, an HCl solution in a higher concentration (0.08 M) was used for 
desorbing the residual sugars, and PuTag was significantly improved to 
85.74 %. Besides, the same trend of the two-staged stripping strategy is 
also observed at VO: VS = 5:1, which improved PuTag to 83.16 % with the 
D-tagatose concentration increased to ~ 18 g/L (Fig. 2b and S3b). The 
two-staged stripping strategy achieved efficient purification and 
enrichment of D-tagatose simultaneously, proving the feasibility of being 
applied to extraction-assisted isomerization. 

Operational stability is an important factor in industrial practice. 
Fig. 2c-d shows the excellent operational stability of the VPBA extraction 
system at VO: VS = 1:1 and VO: VS = 5:1, respectively. After six 
consecutive cycles, no significant decrease in extraction and stripping 
efficiency was observed, which maintained ~ 95 % extraction efficiency 
and ~ 100 % stripping efficiency during the six cycles. The economical 
and sustainable separation method exhibits great application prospects 
for D-tagatose production. 

3.4. Optimization of extraction-assisted isomerization and dynamic 
analysis of monosaccharide composition during the isomerization 

3.4.1. Traditional chemical-based isomerization of D-galactose to D-tagatose 
D-galactose can be catalyzed into D-tagatose in the presence of bases. 
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However, D-tagatose can also be catalyzed into D-sorbose, which ham-
pers obtaining high-purity tagatose (Drabo & Delidovich, 2018). The D- 
galactose-D-tagatose and D-tagatose-D-sorbose equilibrium is signifi-
cantly influenced by the isomerization conditions. Thus, the effect of pH, 
temperature, and isomerization time on YTag was investigated. As is 
shown in Table S1, with the increase of pH and temperature, the reaction 
took less time to reach isomerization equilibrium. However, D-tagatose 
in increasing concentrations was catalyzed into D-sorbose and other 

colored products, which confined the conversion yield. YTag was 
confined to ~ 25 %, while YByproduct could even reach over 50 %. To 
further increase the conversion yield of D-tagatose, it is of significant 
importance to remove the D-tagatose in the reaction mixture to eliminate 
the product inhibition effect. As discussed above, the VPBA extraction 
system had excellent affinity and absorption capacity to D-tagatose. 
Therefore, it is applicable to transfer the D-tagatose into the organic 
phase to promote the isomerization forward assisted by the VPBA 

Fig. 2. (a)-(b) Two-staged stripping strategy to improve the purity of D-tagatose in the stripping solution. The initial aqueous phase contains 5 g/L D-tagatose and 5 g/ 
L D-galactose. After extraction, the back-extraction was performed at (a) VO: VS = 1:1, and (b) VO: VS = 5:1. (c)-(d) Operational stability of VPBA extraction system in 
terms of D-tagatose extraction efficiency and stripping efficiency. The organic phase was continuously used for 6 cycles to investigate the stability at (c) VO: VS = 1:1, 
and (d) VO: VS = 5:1, respectively. 
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extraction system. 

3.4.2. Extraction-assisted isomerization of D-galactose to D-tagatose 
Fig. 3 shows the proposed mechanism of the one-pot extraction- 

assisted isomerization strategy. The aqueous phase containing 25 g/L D- 
galactose was mixed with the organic phase and the pH of the aqueous 
phase was adjusted to 12. Then, the substrate solution was mixed with 
the VPBA-laden organic phase and adjusted to the target reaction tem-
perature to initiate isomerization. At the beginning of the isomerization, 
D-galactose which took up the largest proportion of the aqueous phase 
was firstly absorbed into the organic phase, while the remnant D- 
galactose in the aqueous phase was catalyzed into D-tagatose continu-
ally. Then, due to the higher affinity, the D-tagatose would reversibly 
substitute the D-galactose, which guarantees a low concentration of D- 
tagatose in the aqueous phase throughout to avoid unnecessary side 
effects. When the whole reaction system reached isomerization equi-
librium, the reaction was stopped by cooling to room temperature and 
separated by centrifugation. After isomerization, the D-tagatose-laden 
organic phase was desorbed using the two-staged stripping strategy (VO: 
VS = 5:1) to further improve the concentration and purity of D-tagatose. 
The organic was recycled for the next extraction-assisted isomerization. 

As mentioned above, the main mechanism of extraction-assisted 
isomerization to improve D-tagatose conversion yield is to eliminate 
the product inhibition effect by transferring D-tagatose into the organic 
phase. Therefore, the absorption capacity which relies on the concen-
tration of VPBA in the organic phase performs a decisive role in the 
isomerization (Wang et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2022). Fig. 4 demon-
strates the effect of the molar ratio of boron to sugar on YTag. As is shown 
in Fig. 4a (boron: sugar = 0.5), YTag reached the maximum (39.09 %) at 
30 mins, while the byproduct conversion yield was 12.82 %. However, 
as the reaction proceeded, YByproduct rapidly increased to 28.47 %, while 
YTag slowly decreased to 31.89 % at 90 mins. According to the HPLC 
profile (Fig. S5a), the organic phase was laden with D-tagatose and D- 
sorbose, and almost no D-galactose was detected, which demonstrated 
that D-tagatose had reached the maximum capacity. With concentration 
increasing, D-tagatose which was not absorbed into the organic phase 
was constantly catalyzed into D-sorbose and other byproducts, leading to 
a decrease in conversion yield. Therefore, a higher molar ratio of VPBA 
to sugar (1:1) was utilized to further enhance YTag. As is shown in 
Fig. 4b, the reaction system reached the equilibrium stage at 105 mins 
when YTag reached 55.89 % and YByproduct was only 7.50 %. Besides, 
benefiting from the two-stage stripping strategy, a high concentration 

Fig. 3. Mechanism of one-pot extraction-assisted isomerization.  
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(32.42 g/L) and high purity (85.23 %) D-tagatose solution was obtained, 
which avoided the complicated downstream purification process. 
Nevertheless, an over-high concentration of VPBA also has adverse ef-
fects (Wang et al., 2022). Theoretically, more absorption sites in the 
organic phase could enhance the absorption capacity toward D-tagatose, 
which was favorable for isomerization. However, as is shown in Fig. 4c, 
YTag and YByproduct respectively decreased to 44.07 % and 2.65 % at 75 
mins during the isomerization. According to the HPLC profile (Fig. S5c), 
more D-galactose appeared in the stripping solution, which simulta-
neously affected the purity of D-tagatose. This phenomenon can be 
explained in terms of reaction equilibrium. Associated with Fig. 3, it can 
be inferred that the whole isomerization system has three reaction 
equilibriums: (i) D-galactose-to-D-tagatose isomerization equilibrium, 
(ii) D-tagatose-to-D-sorbose isomerization equilibrium, and (iii) 
competitive adsorption equilibrium between D-galactose and D-tagatose. 
At the beginning of isomerization, a large part of D-galactose in the 
initial aqueous phase is transferred into the organic phase, leading to the 
low concentration of the isomerization substrate, which has an adverse 
effect on the production of D-tagatose. Besides, insufficient production of 
D-tagatose was unable to efficiently substitute the D-galactose in the 
organic phase, leading to the inadequate substrate for the isomerization. 
This unfavorable isomerization-absorption equilibrium eventually 
confined the yield of D-tagatose. As is shown in Fig. 4c and Fig. S5c, 
when the reaction time exceeded 75 mins, the stable YTag and the 
amount of D-galactose absorbed in the organic phase indicated that the 
whole isomerization system had reached equilibrium. 

As is shown in Fig. 4b, despite the improvement of YTag to ~ 55 %, 
nearly half of D-galactose was not consumed, which was caused by the 
thermodynamic constraints. Therefore, the effect of isomerization tem-
perature on YTag was further investigated aiming to promote the 

isomerization. The HPLC profile (Fig. S5b) exhibits that scarcely any D- 
galactose was absorbed into the organic phase, which indicated that D- 
tagatose had occupied most absorption sites. Consequently, a higher 
VPBA concentration (boron: sugar = 1.5) was selected for further study. 
The results of the extraction-assisted isomerization performed at 50 ◦C, 
60 ◦C, and 70 ◦C are shown in Fig. 5 in terms of YTag and YByproduct. YTag 
stabilized at 30.36 % at 50 ◦C (Fig. 5a), 43.18 % at 60 ◦C (Fig. 5b), and 
61.58 % at 70 ◦C (Fig. 5c). Besides, combined with the HPLC profile 
(Fig. S5c, S5d, and S5e), with the increase of the isomerization tem-
perature, less D-galactose was discovered in the stripping solution, which 
manifested that the isomerization was constantly improving. Therefore, 
it is evident that a higher temperature is favorable for the improvement 
in YTag. However, it is not said that a higher temperature is a better 
reaction condition. The over-high temperature could simultaneously 
facilitate the production of byproducts, leading to the acceleration of the 
yield of D-sorbose (1.86 % at 50 ◦C, 3.44 % at 60 ◦C, and 11.68 % at 
70 ◦C), which is hard to separate using PBAs due to the similarity in 
structure (Wang et al., 2022). 

3.4.3. Proposed mechanism 
As discussed above, the conversion yield and purity of D-tagatose 

were closely connected with the reaction and absorption equilibrium. To 
further explain the underlying mechanism, the interrelationship of the 
reaction and adsorption equilibrium was systematically described in 
Fig. 6. The D-galactose-D-tagatose and D-tagatose-D-sorbose isomeriza-
tion occur in the aqueous phase under alkali conditions. D-Tagatose 
isomerized from D-galactose will participate in the isomerization to D- 
sorbose as substrate. Benefiting from the selective extraction by VPBA, D- 
tagatose can be maintained at a low concentration, which can promote 
D-galactose-D-tagatose isomerization by reducing the production 

Fig. 4. Effect of the molar ratio of boron to sugar (a) 0.5:1, (b) 1:1, and (c) 1.5:1 in terms of sugar concentration and conversion yield during the extraction-assisted 
isomerization process. The initial aqueous phase contains 25 g/L D-galactose as the reaction substrate at pH 12. The sugar concentration, conversion yield of D- 
tagatose, and byproducts were dynamically monitored by drawing the aqueous phase and the stripping solution for HPLC analysis at consecutive time intervals. 
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inhibition effect. Meanwhile, low-concentration D-tagatose efficiently 
reduces the generation of D-sorbose, which simultaneously improves the 
purity. As the main extractant, the concentration of VPBA in the organic 
phase determines the number of accessible combination sites, which 
directly affects the maximum absorption capacity toward target mole-
cules. At low VPBA concentration, due to inadequate absorption, 
remnant D-tagatose remaining in high concentration in the aqueous 
phase rapidly isomerize to D-sorbose. At the same time, D-sorbose also 
can be captured by VPBA and then decrease the purity of D-tagatose after 
stripping. At a medium VPBA concentration, more absorption sites 
efficiently decrease the concentration of residual D-tagatose in the 
aqueous phase and minimize the production of D-sorbose, simulta-
neously promoting the isomerization. However, at a high VPBA con-
centration, a large part of D-galactose is extracted to the organic phase at 
the beginning of isomerization, leading to its low concentration in the 
aqueous phase, which has an adverse effect on the production of D- 
tagatose and simultaneously affects the purity of D-tagatose in the 
stripping solution. After enhancing the reaction temperature, residual D- 
galactose in low concentration can further isomerize to D-tagatose and 
substitute D-galactose in the organic phase. The isomerization and 
extraction equilibrium are further promoted. Besides, due to the high 
concentration of VPBA, D-tagatose can maintain in low concentration in 
the reaction system, which improves the purity of D-tagatose after 
stripping. Remarkably, based on the proposed isomerization-absorption 
equilibrium mechanism, the conversion yield of D-tagatose was further 
enhanced to 61.58 % at a 1.5:1 molar ratio of boron to sugar, which is 
higher than our former study (52.92 % at a 1:1 molar ratio of boron to 
sugar) (Wang et al., 2022). 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, an efficient and facile one-pot extraction-assisted 
isomerization strategy was applied to promote the production of D- 
tagatose by chemical catalysis based on the different absorption prop-
erties of VPBA towards D-tagatose and D-galactose. Typically, the con-
version yield of tagatose is confined to ~ 22 % using chemical catalysts. 
However, by adopting the one-pot extraction-assisted isomerization 
strategy, the yield of D-tagatose can be significantly improved to 61.58 
%, which is nearly three-fold to the chemical method, and similar to the 
efficiency of enzymatic catalysis but more convenient and stable than 
that, and the yield of byproducts was minimized to only 10.60 %, which 
overcomes the biggest drawback of chemical methods. Besides, a high 
concentration (40.49 g/L) and high purity (83.27 %) D-tagatose solution 
was simultaneously obtained through the two-staged stripping strategy, 
which greatly reduces the cost of the downstream purification and 
concentration. A potential mechanism involving the effect of tempera-
ture and molar ratio of boron to sugar on isomerization-absorption 
equilibrium was proposed to account for the improvement in the yield 
of D-tagatose. Overall, the proposed extraction-assisted isomerization 
strategy using VPBA as absorbents shows excellent efficiency, stability, 
and sustainability, which has great potential for industrial production. 
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